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this dozer
is stuck!

we can’t move
it until the
moldboard
defrosts!

what’s
causing
all these

problems!?
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There’s not much difference between not doing something and not doing something

right. Take filling out the DA Form 5988-E, Equipment Maintenance and Inspection

Worksheet, for example.

Some operators never fill out one. When asked, they say, “There’s not a thing

wrong with my vehicle!” Unfortunately, the perfect vehicle still hasn’t been invent-

ed. So little equipment faults that should have been reported turn into big ones.

Pretty soon the vehicle is NMC.

Then there are those operators who do fill out the 5988-E, but don’t do it right.

They’re not specific about a fault or don’t use the correct nomenclature from the TM

to list an item. They don’t write down the PMCS item number or circle it when the

item is a deadline fault.

When the mechanic gets the form, he can’t figure out the problem. At best, he’ll

waste time troubleshooting. At worst, the fault never gets fixed at all.

So make a point of
filling out the DA Form

5988-E every day.

I hate filling
out these 5988s! 

I never
know

what to
put in the
blanks.

I never fill
those out!

there’s nothing
wrong with my

bradley!

Your mechanic-
and your vehicle-

will thank you.
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check out da pam
738-750, the ulls-g
user manual and

your tech manuals
for info on how to
fill the form out

right!
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Run the wrench with no load for about 30 seconds

after hard use. That will help get rid of excess heat.

Always use the side handle to avoid covering the

air vents with a hand or glove.

Keep the wrench square with the fastener being

removed or installed.

Never let the wrench hang free from a fastener or

use a pry bar to get it loose.
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M1-Series Tanks…

Operation
The impact wrench is a powerful tool that gener-

ates a lot of heat, even during normal operations.

The manufacturer recommends a duty cycle of

three to five seconds on and five to 10 seconds off.

If the wrench won’t break the hardware loose within five seconds, stop! The

wrench will burn up if you force it to loosen nuts and bolts that are too tight. Use an

extension handle, socket, and socket wrench from the tank’s basic issue items (BII)

to break the hardware loose, then use the impact wrench to finish the job.

When installing hardware, always thread it with your fingers first, then tighten

with the impact wrench. Using the wrench to start nuts and bolts could cross-thread

them and jam the hardware.

If the TM requires a specific torque for the

hardware, use a torque wrench to finish tighten-

ing, not the impact wrench.

Check the vents on the wrench’s dust cover

before operation. Clean away dust or other

obstructions. Clogged vents will overheat the

motor and burn it out, so keep the wrench out of

dirt, sand and mud as much as possible.

Always wear safety glasses and use the blue

retainer rings when operating the impact wrench.

Repair
Call in your mechanic to repair an impact wrench that’s damaged or not func-

tioning properly. He’ll follow the procedures in Appendix F of the -20-1-5 TMs.

The most common problems are worn brushes or a bad switch. The brushes can

be fixed with the brush repair kit, NSN 5977-01-384-4862.

After installing a new brush kit, free run the wrench for 15 minutes in both direc-

tions. That seats the brushes and improves the electrical contact.

Replace a bad switch with NSN 5930-01-386-0531. Other repair parts are listed

in Group 3100 of the -24P-1 TMs.

Proper use and good
pm will ensure the

wrench is ready next
time you need it. Here
are a few things to

remember…

hey! how ‘bout
a little pm!?

If you want
me to make an
impact, you’d

better give me
some pm first!

Give wrench a rest after
every 3-5 seconds of use

Check vents for clogging

my track’s
killing me!

If your electric
impact wrench, nsn

5130-01-363-0964, isn’t
in good shape, track

maintenance will
suffer, crewmen.



2. Flip the two wires over

and reconnect them to the

glow plug resistor termi-

nal. That puts a little more

space between the wires

and the control box cover.

It’s very important to

avoid loosening or remov-

ing the glow plug resistor

screw when flipping the

wires. The screw goes all

the way through the

ceramic insulator and is

used to hold several other

parts in place. Loosening

the screw could result in a

short to ground.

3. Push down on the wires

to provide as much space

as possible between them

and the control box cover.

Reinstall the cover.

PS 603 FEB 034 PS 603 FEB 035

How to Tell
If you suspect a short, use an ohmmeter to test for it like this:

1. Connect the positive lead

to Pin 1 of the P4 terminal

and the negative lead to

ground on the heater chassis. 

2. If the ohmmeter reads less

than 1 megohm, remove the

knurled nut that holds the

control box cover in place

and remove the cover.

3. If resistance increases to

above 1 megohm and remains

steady at high impedance,

you’ve got a short.

What To Do
To fix the short follow these steps:

1. Unplug the two wires from the connector on the glow plug resistor. Wrap each of

the wires and their connectors with heat shrink tubing, NSN 5970-00-815-1295.

Then use a heat gun or blow dryer to shrink the tubing in place.

Unplug wires
from glow
plug resistor

Wrap wires
with heat
shrink tubing

Flip wires
over and
reconnect

Push wires
down

It’s going to
be a long winter
with my heater

problems!

maybe
it’s just
a short!

I’ll have
you checked

out and
fixed in

no time!

Performance problems with the MLRS’
Espar personnel heater could be the

result of a short between the control
box cover and the two wires that attach

to the glow plug resistor, mechanics.

Do not loosen glow
plug resistor screw

MLRS Carrier…

Use ohmmeter to
check for short

Chassis
Ground

Connector P4

Pin 1Pin 1



Get too close to the cooling fan blades on

your howitzer or ammo carrier and they’ll

make finger food out of your hands.

That’s why fan blade screens should

always be used during maintenance on a

running engine.

The screens, NSN 2510-01-247-2976,

keep fingers, hands and anything else

from being pulled into the blades as you

check for leaky hoses, pipes and fittings.

Each screen has hooks and a thumb-

screw and locknut to secure it to the fan

shroud. The screens should only be used

during scheduled maintenance, though.

Remove them before regular vehicle

operation or the engine will overheat.

As a reminder to use the screens, put a

warning decal, NSN 7690-01-244-9849,

on both fan tower shrouds. You’ll need

general purpose cleaner, NSN 7930-00-

515-2477, to clean the shrouds before

applying the decals.

PS 603 FEB 037

M109-Series SP Howitzers, M992A2 Ammo Carrier…

The bolt connecting the two

engine mounting brackets, NSN

2510-00-570-9715 and NSN 2920-

00-226-1984, together on your

ammo carrier is a bit too long for its

own good.

When installed as shown in Fig 2

of TM 9-2350-293-24P, the end of

the bolt sticks up enough to rub

against the starter housing.

Stop the rub by adding two extra

washers, NSN 5310-00-809-8540,

between the head of the bolt and

the bottom of the resilient mount,

NSN 5342-00-080-3496. Three

washers take up the extra length

and protect the starter housing.

well, I guess
it’s time to

get started on
some engine
maintenance!

soldiers
have lost
fingers to
those fans!

Screens keep
fingers out
of fans

Put warning decal
on fan shroud

Use three
washers
instead of
just one

wait!
don’t

forget the
fan guard
screens!

owww!
something’s
poking my
starter!

It’s nothing
that a  couple
of washers
won’t fix!

M992A2 Ammo Carrier,
M109-Series SP Howitzer…
M992A2 Ammo Carrier,
M109-Series SP Howitzer…

PS 603 FEB 036



The four on the bottom of the cradle mount are another story. To get to those lube

points, you must raise the gun tube. If you

forget—or just don’t go to the trouble of

raising the gun—the cradle mount bear-

ings go dry. Whenever the cannon is fired,

the tube is scored during recoil.

To protect the bearings, you’ll need to

lube all 10 cradle mount lube points quar-

terly with molybdenum disulfide grease

(GMD) or general purpose grease (GGP).

GMD comes in a 14-oz cartridge, NSN

9150-00-935-4018, or 13⁄4-lb can, NSN

9150-00-754-2595. A 13⁄4-lb can of GGP

comes with NSN 9150-00-985-7316.

I t’s inevitable. Lube points that are hidden or hard to reach are usually forgotten.

The cradle mount bearings on your M109A6 Paladin are a good case in point.

There are 10 lube points on the cradle mount—four inside and six outside the

vehicle. The inside lube points and the two exterior lube points on top of the cradle

mount usually get lubed regularly.

PS 603 FEB 039

M109A6 Paladin…

Bearings
Take a
Beating

you
wanna

piece of
me!? 

then you
gotta be at
the right

maintenance
level!

Four lube points
inside vehicle…

…and two outside vehicle on top
of cradle are seldom missed

whew!
I’m glad that
lube job is
finished!

you’re not
finished!

you didn’t lube
the underside of
my cradle mount!

1

2

3&4 (Hidden)

5

6

Personnel Heaters…

Four under cradle
are overlooked

7
8

9

Don’t be confused about who can repair what

on the A-20 Global personnel heater. Here’s the

straight scoop:

Unit-level maintenance: Limited to replace-

ment of ignitors and removal and replacement

of the entire heater.

DS/GS-level maintenance: All troubleshoot-

ing and repair with the exception of vent sensor

replacement, which is a depot-level mainte-

nance task.

Keep in mind that this heater has sensitive

electronics on board, mechanics. You must be

grounded when working on the heater. Also,

the heater should be removed or disconnected

from the vehicle before doing any welding.

TM 9-2540-207-14&P covers all heater

troubleshooting and repair procedures.

10 (Hidden)
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M1070 HET…

PS 603 FEB 0310

Rotating amber
warning light sets can
solve convoy vehicle
lighting requirements
listed in Para 2-16G of

AR 385-55.

If you drive a
big truck or

recovery vehicle,
your tms may
list warning
light kits.

If they don’t, your
co can authorize
the kit for your
vehicle. Here’s

what you need…

Each kit gets you everything you
need to mount a light set except
the amber bubble light. To get
one, use nsn 6220-00-947-7570.

Some of the
word on light
kits is found in

tb 9-2590-510-23.

However, no heavy
tactical vehicles
are listed. Here’s

that info…

There’s an operation decal for the asking that goes inside the M1070’s cab.

The decal shows the recommended modes of operation for different road condi-

tions. It mounts on top of the doghouse (upper left corner). Just use a clean rag to

clean or dust off the doghouse’s surface before applying the decal. 

To get the decal, call Ron Papiernik (TACOM) at DSN 786-5359 or (586) 574-

5359. Or write to him at this e-mail address:

papierro@tacom.army.mil

•For older model 21⁄2-ton and 5-ton dump trucks, use NSN 6220-01-219-7620.
•For the 5-ton expansible van, use NSN 6220-01-219-7621.
•For all other 21⁄2-ton and 5-ton trucks (including M816 and M936 wreckers), use NSN 6220-01-
195-1791. FMTV models use NSN 6220-01-423-2337.
•For HMMWVs, CUCVs and all M747, M871 and M872 semitrailers, use NSN 2590-01-107-9696.

•M1070 HET uses NSN 6220-01-449-1239
•M915-series trucks use NSN 6220-01-495-2851
•M1062 fuel tankers use NSN 6220-01-355-4371
•PLS uses NSN 6220-00-947-7535

•HEMTTs use NSN 6220-01-250-5190
•M1000 HET trailer uses NSN 6220-

01-107-9696. The light only is
NSN 6220-01-442-2652

Road Condition

Highway

Gravel/Dirt

Mud/Sand/Snow No Wheel Spin

Fording - Soft Bottom No Wheel Spin

Fording - Soft Bottom With Wheel Spin

Grade - Slight

Grade - Moderate < or = 10%

Grade - Steep > 10%

Grade - Steep With Wheel Spin

Fording - Hard Bottom

Mud/Sand/Snow With Wheel Spin

Mud/Sand/Snow With Wheel Spin

CTIS Setting Transfer Case Setting Driveline Control 

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hwy CC M/S/S Emer High Low Open Lock up

wow! look
at this! all
that info on
one decal.

that’s the
bee’s knees! we

should tell
the queen!

not
tonight.

she’s
watching 

her favorite
moviE…

…the
sting!

Wheeled Vehicles…



LUMES…

Hold That Cargo Load!
Rear

NSN 3940-01-477-6758
Front

NSN 3940-01-477-7095

Drivers, operators and mechanics need to hang on

to all TMs that cover the M44-series deuces. It does

not matter what the vehicle’s model number is, or

the age of the vehicle. Don’t toss out the old TMs!

There are three different series of TMs for the

M44-series vehicles. Information on maintaining

components unique to M44A2-series trucks is found

only in the TM 9-2320-361-series.

Info on maintaining components common to both

M44A2-series and M44A1-series trucks is found in

9-2320-209-series TMs.

Info on maintenance unique to the new M35A3

trucks is found only in 9-2320-386-series TMs.

Bottom line—keep all of the TMs that cover your

deuces. They will come in handy.

PS 603 FEB 0313

S-280 Shelters…

Lockpin Lowdown

FEB 0312

HEMTTs…

Thar’ she BloWs!

21⁄2-Ton Trucks…

Keep Deuce TMs Handy

Never, ever use a pressurized air hose to prime the
HEMTT’s fuel system, mechanics.

That adds too much pressure too fast. In fact, the
pressure buildup can be enough to turn the fuel
cap into an unguided missile. That’s bad news if
you happen to be in the way.

Always use priming pump, NSN 4910-00-402-
9623, to prime the fuel system. Follow the instruc-
tions for using the pump that begin on Page 2-334
of TM 9-2320-279-20-1.

Lockpins used to install

the S-280 shelter tiedown

kit on FMTVs are coming

up short—they’re not long

enough to lock the stake

pocket plugs in place. So

what you really need is a

longer pin.

No problem—here’s

the fix.

Just use the same pins

without their split collar.

Get a screwdriver and 

pliers from the No. 1

Common shop set to

remove the split collar.

Without its collar, the

lockpin is long enough to

do its job. 

what’s
with

the fire-
works!?

I might
have dust on
my cover…

…but I
still come
in handy!

that’s just
jones priming the
fuel system on
another hemtt!

Remove split collar
now I’m long

enough to stow
the stake pocket
plugs in place!

see
ya!

[cough
cough] 

Back-tracking for lost cargo

while driving the lightweight

utility mobility enhancement

system (LUMES, often referred

to as an M-GATOR) isn’t any-

one’s idea of a good time.

To keep cargo in place, use

cargo net, NSN 3940-01-477-

6758, for the rear, and net, NSN

3940-01-477-7095, for the front

of the vehicle. That way you

won’t end up with a lost load!



Upper Level

Lower Level

Rubber
hoses

Water
tanks

Storage
boxes

Pails

Hard rubber hoses

Generator

Nuclear
biological
chemical
cylinders

Backwash
pump
(for

cleaning)
Raw water

pumps
Float

Canvas
hoses

Chemical
feed can

Distribution pump
(for drinking water)
  and portable step

PS 603 FEB 0315

600-GPH ROWPU…

• The spare tire for the trailer goes in its
carrier under the rear of the trailer—not
tossed inside the ROWPU itself. Toss the
spare inside and you might break off the
equipment’s sight glass and breathers. 
• There are only two storage boxes, but
they are labeled Storage Box 2 and Storage
Box 3. They hold chemicals, tools and
installation items. App B of TM 10-4610-
239-10 has the load plans for both boxes. 

• The two storage boxes should be
fastened with a strap under the tanks. If the
boxes aren’t strapped down, they can shift
and damage the ROWPU during travel.
• The bottom layer of storage space is
where the two raw water pumps and back-
wash pump are stowed. Cover the pumps
with canvas and strap ‘em down.
• On the back of the ROWPU, next to the
generator, strap the distribution pump
down with the portable step.
• Store the raw water float in the center of
the ROWPU next to the two NBC cylinders.
• Stow the rolled-up discharge hoses on
the right side of the ROWPU. If they’re just
tossed in, the hoses will break breathers,
connectors and sight glasses. 

follow the
load plan in TM
10-4610-239-10
and keep these
pointers in mind. 

Operators, a little house-
keeping and following your

ROWPU’s load plan can mean the
difference between producing
potable water and producing

maintenance headaches.

when it’s time
to go home after

a good water
purification job,
complete the job

with a good
loadout!

“Just stacking parts and
equipment randomly in the
vehicle can cause damage
and big repair bills.”

a good
load makes
for a good

move!
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HAZMAT…

What’s Your Reason?

There are two good
reasons why off-
the-shelf cleaners

and solvents should
not be purchased.

I just found
this great

new cleaner
downtown!

I’ll have you
sparkling in

no time!

Reason #2

Some off-the-shelf cleaners and
solvents contain chemicals your
installation is not permitted to use.
The wastewater treatment plant
may not be set up to remove these
chemicals and water contamination
is the result.

Get approval from your local envi-
ronmental coordinator first. He’ll
know if there are any state or local
environmental concerns with using
the product.

Finally, make sure you have a
material safety data sheet (MSDS)
for the cleaner or solvent. You must
have this on hand if you are going to
use the product.

Reason #1

You never know what effect an off-the-
shelf cleaner or solvent will have on your
equipment. Many biodegradable solvents
are water-based and can cause pitting and
corrosion. Some cleaners may remove your
equipment’s protective finish.

Sure, a few off-the-shelf cleaners and
solvents have been approved for use. But
just because a cleaner is okay to use on
TACOM equipment doesn’t mean it’s been
okayed for use on AMCOM or CECOM
equipment. Check it out first.

Your best bet is to use the cleaners and
solvents called for in your equipment TMs.
Those cleaners are specifically designed for
your equipment and won’t cause unin-
tended problems.

Reusing old
spray bottles
to hold CLP,
lubricants,
and other
hazardous

materials is a
great idea!

Just make
sure you

clearly label
the bottle

with its new
contents so

others stay as
happy as you.

hotcha!
that

works
great!

wait!

what
the-?!

Who knows
what that stuff
will do to me…

or to the
environment!
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Steps for
Protection

Dear Sergeant J.K.,

Most Avenger units that cover the

entire missile system use a Bradley

tarp. If you can't get one from your

Bradley folks, you can order a green

one with NSN 2540-00-587-2532 or

a tan one with NSN 2540-01-330-

8062. The tarp costs a little more

than $100. Of course, you could save

money just by having your canvas

shop make a tarp 12x17 feet. 

As we've told you before in PS,

don't tie off the tarp inside the truck.

That ruins the doors' seals. The best

way to tie down the tarp is to use

bungee cords attached to the tarp's

ropes and to the underside of the

HMMWV. Or you can tie off the ropes

in the HMWWV's two half doors. 

The canopy cover itself doesn't

have an NSN. Order it with PN

13265043 and a CAGE code of

18876 and RIC of B64 on a DD Form

1348-6.

Dear Editor,
Thse Avenger suggestions are cheap

and easy. 
Get a step ladder and keep it in

the Avenger maintenance truck.
That way, in the field operators and
repairmen can use the ladder for bore-
sighting and general maintenance and
not have to hang on the side of the
Avenger, where they risk a fall or dam-
age to Avenger components. 

Turn the combat identification
panels so that the OFF side faces
out. If you leave the panels with the
working side facing out, they often are
damaged by trees or other object slam-
ming into them. Keeping that side fac-
ing in gives the panel protection. In a
training or battle situation, you can
quickly slide the panels out of their
brackets, reverse them, and be ready to
operate. 

Store the M3P machine gun
feed chutes in a cool, dry place
with a light coat of CLP. Most units
leave the chute either hooked up to the
Avenger or stored in the bustle box.
Moisture corrodes the chute and then
you have feeding problems.

SSG Clifford March
SGT Lester Richmond
SGT Ronnie Washington
SPC Timothy Price
SPC Patrick Hagood
D Btry, 4/3d ADA
Larson Barracks
Kitzingen, Germany

geez! you
guys never

learn! I told
you months
ago there’s
a better way
to do this!

good news! these
soldiers in germany have
come up with three good

ways to keep you avenging!

that
is good
news!

Dear Half-Mast,
In extremely wet areas, it's a good idea to completely cover the

Avenger missile system, instead of just the canopy. That helps prevent
corrosion and electrical problems. Where can I get a tarp that would do
a good job of protecting the Avenger?

SGT J.K.

Bradley tarp covers whole Avenger

Tie tarp to
underside
of truck

Canopy cover has no NSN

Use ladder for
boresighting and
maintenance

Reverse panels when not
training or in battle

Store chutes with light coat
of lube in cool, dry place

Avenger Missile System…
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Small Arms…

PS 603 FEB 0320

Machine Gun Mounts…

Check Total Price First

Dear Editor,
As you noted in PS 592, active duty Army units are supposed to have

their rifles and machine guns gauged annually, while Army Reserve and
National Guard are required to have theirs gauged every 2 years. 

That's fine under normal conditions, but since 9/11 many Reserve and
Guard units are doing much more training with their weapons. All of that
additional firing means more wear and tear on the weapons. Problems
develop that only gauging can catch in the early stages.

If that gauging has to wait 2 years, those problems aren't going to be
caught in time to prevent damage to the weapon and possible injury to
the soldier. So I suggest that Guard and Reserve units consider more
frequent gauging if they do much firing. 

James Secord
Equipment Concentration Site 125
Ft Bragg, NC

The small arms experts at TACOM-Rock Island agree with you totally. The 

1-year gauging requirement for active Army and two-year requirement for

Reserves and Guard is the minimum gauging required. Ideally, a unit should

get their weapons gauged and inspected after every firing/training cycle and

must do so before being deployed.

a new platform
assembly costs
$1,400!!! we can
get a whole

new mount for
just $200!!

Sometimes it's cheaper to replace

your whole TV or VCR rather than

just replace a defective part. That's

sometimes the case with machine

gun mounts, too. 

For instance, the MK64 ammo

box tray assembly, NSN 1010-01-

151-6242, is a repair part for the

ammo box mounting tray assembly,

NSN 8140-01-156-7371. If you

want just the box tray assembly, it

costs more than $900, while you

can get the whole ammo box

mounting tray for a bit more than

$200.

Or look at the M142 mount,

NSN 1005-00-854-4463. Its plat-

form assembly, NSN 1005-00-121-

0779, costs more than $1,400. But

you can get the whole mount for

around $200. 

The moral of the story is check

the price of the entire assembly

before you order a repair part for it.

Sometimes you'll get a better deal

just ordering a whole new mount.

he’s right. always check
to see if it’s cheaper just
to buy a whole new mount

instead of a part.

MK64 tray costs more than
whole tray assembly

M142 platform
assembly is more
expensive than
whole mount

 From the desk of the Editor

since we’re a
reserve unit, we

don’t need to have
you guys gauged

for at least
another year!

we don’t
care what
kind of unit

this is!

you’ve fired
the heck out
of us and we
need gauging

now!

yeah!
we’ve got
problems

only gauging
can catch!



Yes. JSLIST overgarments

come from the factory in vac-

uum-sealed nylon/foil bags

that are sealed within clear

plastic bags. Sometimes these

nylon/foil bags lose their vac-

uum and appear puffy. Even

though TM 10-8415-220-10

says otherwise, JSLIST in

bags with broken vacuum

seals are still good unless the

bags have clearly visible holes

or tears or have been opened.

The TM is being changed to

say this.

No, as long as you immediately

tape over the hole with duct tape

to recreate the seal. If you acci-

dentally open the bag, you can

tape it shut. Just be careful not to

tape over any part of the surveil-

lance data on the bag. JSLIST in

repaired bags retains its original

shelf life. 

The same goes for any JSLIST

whose shelf life has expired.

Stencil TRAINING ONLY in 21⁄2-

in letters or larger on the outside

of the coat sleeve and trouser leg

of those garments in a contrasting

ink or paint.

PS 603 23FEB 03

Many of you in the active
Army have already received

your new joint service
lightweight integrated suit

technology (JSLIST)
chemical protective suits…

Here are the
answers to some
of the questions
and where to go
if you have other

questions…

…And already
questions are
popping up.

no! If you think your
JSLIST has been

exposed to petroleum,
oil, or other lubricants,
don't use it for anything

other than training.

can I
use this

suit?

A puffy bag
doesn’t mean
JSLIST is no good

If you immediately
tape a hole, your
JSLIST is still usable

“will A JSLIST exposed to oil protect me?”

Mark TRAINING
ONLY on sleeve
and leg

TRAINING ONLY

TRAINING

ONLY

I accidentally
tore a hole in
my JSLIST bag.

My JSLIST MOPP
suit packaging 
was not tightly
vacuum sealed.

Will this
suit still
protect

me?



No, don't send JSLIST to DRMO for any rea-

son. The shelf life of your JSLIST may have

been extended. To check shelf life, see the Joint

Service Set-Aside Program Website at

http://shelflife.pmnbc.com. Most JSLIST are

expected to be good for 15 years on the shelf. If

your JSLIST's shelf life has expired or you unit

doesn't need JSLIST, contact the POCs below for

turn-in instructions. 

If you have other questions, contact the

JSLIST program manager, LTC David Anderson,

at (703) 704-3834/DSN 654-3834, or e-mail

pm-seq@peosoldier.nvl.army.mil

PS 603 25

If you ignore your body armor when you clean your clothing and other gear, you

could get an unpleasant surprise when you try to turn it in. 

The CIF (Central Issue Facility)

expects clothing to be clean when you

turn it in—and that goes for body

armor, too. If you let sweat and dirt set

for months in body armor, the armor

becomes very difficult to get clean. One

CIF reported that some soldiers have

had to clean their armor four different

times before it was clean enough to turn

in. That's aggravation you want to avoid

when you're processing out. 

The body armor's collar is a real col-

lector of sweat and dirt and it's the

toughest area to clean. Just using a

brush and water often won't do the job.

You may think you've scrubbed out the

dirt, but when the armor dries the dirt

comes right back to the surface. 

PS 603 24

No. Some adhesive labels are falling off and unfortunately they contain important

information. If your JSLIST bag is losing any of the seven labels but the labels are

still inside the clear plastic outer bag,

remove the clear bag and use an indeli-

ble marker to clearly print the surveil-

lance info on the nylon/foil package. At

a minimum, the info should include the

last part of the contract number, last

four digits of the NSN, manufacture

date, date packaged, inspection date,

surveillance marking number, and gar-

ment size. When you're finished, reseal

the nylon/foil package in the clear bag.

The bag helps protect JSLIST.

If you have JSLIST with missing labels, however, you must turn it in. Contact the

POCs listed below for information. 

Do I turn
the suit into

drmo?

Should
I turn
it in?

you’re going
to have to
get it clean
before you

can turn it in.

finally!
someone is

going to get
me clean!

Mark info on nylon/foil package
with indelible marker

Inspection date expired?
Your JSLIST may still be good

It’s going to
take more than

water and a
brush to get my
collar clean!

Clothing…

that body
armor is
filthy!

The inspection date
on my JSLIST has
already passed.

Information
labels are

falling off my
JSLIST bag.



PS 603 FEB 0327PS 603 FEB 0326

Safety Goggles Protect Eyes 
Need protection for your eyes? NSN 4240-01-292-2818 brings you dual purpose

goggles that are impact resistant and protect against chemical splashes. The goggles

cost about five bucks. 

The best stuff for cleaning body

armor is Jen-Brite, NSN 7930-01-

359-9229. It's made specifically for

the cordura material of the outer tac-

tical vest cover. Before cleaning,

remove the soft armor panels from

within the vest. The panels shouldn't

be cleaned or soaked in water, sol-

vent, or cleaning solution.

Use a half-and-half mixture of

Jen-Brite and water and a toothbrush

to clean the collar and any other

dirty spots. Non-bleach stain sticks

also work well on dirty collars. 

Once you're through brushing out

the dirt, thoroughly rinse the whole

outer tactical vest cover of your

body armor in clean water. Then

squeeze as much of the water out of

the collar as you can. You don't need

to do that for the rest of the jacket.

Hang the vest cover upside-down to

let it dry for at least 24 hours. 

Jen-Brite
is good for
cleaning
body armor

Use half-and-half solution and
toothbrush to get out dirt

…but your
body armor is

still not clean
enough. Maybe

next time.

I'm
sorry
Private
Jones…

these cold
nights and warm
afternoons are
hard to handle,

connie.

hope sergeant
first class

parken’s coffee
is good and
hot, bonnie!

this weather
can mean

trouble for
equipment.

especially
if proper

precautions
aren’t taken.

Let’s get 
inside. sergeant
parken must be
waiting for us.

my gosh!
what gives?
I just don’t
understand 

it-
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hmm

with this cold weather,
those broken parts

could be a symptom of
a much larger problem.

what
d’you
mean,

connie?

this cold can
really do a job

on equipment
sergeant
parken!

tell me
about it,
bonnie.

somebody’s
got a sense
of humor.

looks like
that ace
is out of

commission.

what’s
wrong

sergeant
parken?

sounds
like you’ve
got prob-

lems.

let’s take a
ride up to

the work site
and see for
ourselves
what’s up.

can you
drive? my
hmmwv is

being used to
haul parts
up there.

we’re way behind
schedule and our

equipment repair costs
are skyrocketing!

I’ll say! we’ve got a
rush project to

repair roads and build
berm fortifications on

the range.

but we’ve got
gear down with
busted track

and sprockets,
and wrecked
mold boards!

We’re
here

sergeant
parken.

did you see that
sign? some

joker must have
given the range

a nickname!

better they
should be workin’
instead of playing

in the snow.

hi,
sergeant
parken.

it keeps
breaking.

yeah.
and

built a
snow-
man,
too!

this track
is giving us

trouble.
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that’s
true,
but...

...half the time
we’ve been down

for repairs.

you’ve been here
more than two

weeks and hardly
gotten anything

done!

I think I see
the real villain
in this situation.

what do
you mean,
bonnie?
what’s
causing
this-?

during the
day, the ground

thaws when
the snow and

ice melt.

“...and the more
firmly fixed in the

mud it becomes.”

“the deeper the
mud, the deeper

the tracks sink...”

a vehicle left
sitting in mud
will freeze in
it’s tracks
overnight!

then, when the
sun goes down,

the mud freezes
as hard as
concrete.

“the mud gets
soft and wet...
and the tracks

sink in.”

and that
takes time.

when that happens,
we gotta take the
broken track off 

and replace it.



PS 603 FEB 0333PS 603 FEB 0332

“if you do, you can end up
with a broken track,

snapped drive sprocket
teeth and a vehicle
that’s still stuck.”

so what do
we do? we need
to finish this
job by the end
of the week.

you can’t
rock the-

“doesn’t matter if it’s the
deuce, d5b or d7g ‘dozer...

or even the m9 ace. you
cannot rock the vehicle.”

“any vehicle left standing
in mud at the end of the

day will freeze in its
tracks by morning.”

makes sense,
bonnie.

any other 
suggestions?

if you take these
precautions, you’ve

got a better
chance for fewer

problems.

“use a shovel
to scoop out

the mud 
that has 

collected on
and between
roadwheels
and drive

sprockets.”

“avoid parking in deep ruts
worn by other vehicles. some
ruts may be deep enough to

bottom out your vehicle’s hull.
if you leave it there, you won’t

be moving it ‘til spring.”

“park your vehicle on high
ground, if possible. water
drains downhill... so the

mud won’t be quite so deep.”

here’s a quick
checklist

of things to
keep in mind

hmm…
uh-
oh!
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All Aircraft…

Mechanics, don’t be tempted to tinker with or try to repair your aircraft searchlights. 

If you’ve got searchlight retracting or rotating problems, get your TMs out and do

your AVUM inspections and troubleshooting, but leave the repairs to AVIM. 

But, you say that you have a knack for

fixing things? Maybe so, but tinkering

with your bird’s searchlight electrical

components and gears or removing gear

covers to investigate is not your job. 

Once you damage the searchlights try-

ing to repair them, your lights are out.

Then you won’t find anything in the dark

or in the fog. 

Perform your AVUM mission, but

leave the AVIM work to AVIM. 

I’ve got
searchlight
troubles.

get the
tools and
let’s take
a look!

let us
remind you,
tinkerers…

…your mission is
AVUM maintenance

only!

Light not working after
AVUM maintenance?

Don’t tinker around… let AVIM know

I wonder
who?

hey... looks like
somebody knocked
over that camp
stuckalot sign.

sounds
good
to us.

thanks for your help.
how about another

cup of coffee... back
at my office?

put a board
between the
ground and 

the moldboard.

that way the mud
can’t freeze the 

moldboard in place.

see how just a
little pm can melt
cold problems?
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OH-58D…

Guard
Against

FOD
With a
Cover

SGT James Burge
SGT T. A. Willemin
SGT Christian Bochler
F TRP 1-7 CAV
Ft Hood, TX

Attach cover
to firewall to
protect impeller

here’s
another good
idea to keep
PM going
strong!

Dear Sergeant Blade,
When we inspect, clean or perform maintenance

on our Kiowa Warrior’s air induction system, it
usually involves removing the engine cowling and
the particle separator cowling. 

We inspect the particle separator swirl vanes
on the impeller for cracks or damage. Sometimes
we perform other maintenance on the engine, too. 

But all too often the impeller is left unprotected
and is damaged by dropped tools or careless
feet. If that happens, the aircraft is NMC.

In addition, cleaning rags are
sometimes left in the impeller area while other
maintenance tasks are performed.

Once the bird is assembled, started and goes
out for a flight, that out-of sight, out-of-mind
rag becomes FOD. If it’s ingested through the
impeller vanes and into the engine, it could cause
engine and drive shaft damage. 

We’ve come up with a bellmouth cover, painted
red and stenciled with the words “DANGER,”
that will protect the impeller vanes and keep FOD
out of the air inlet. 

Have your AVIM shop use the following
dimensions and materials to make the cover.
Attach the mouth cover to the firewall while 
doing maintenance. 

(3) Ejector blades, 5325-00-276-4282
(3) Eyelet turnlock fasteners, 5325-00-281-4969
(3) Stud turnlock fasteners, 5325-01-408-4101
(6) 3-3 countersunk solid rivets, 5320-00-117-6937
(1) Aluminum alloy sheet, 2024-T3, 0.032-in,

or equivalent

hey sergeant
blade, it looks
like this cover
does the trick.

good job,
soldier!

the impeller
is proected
and out of

harms way like
the tm says.

use the cover
each time you
inspect the
air induction

system.



Don’t wait. If you do, it could mean some broken bones, if you slip and fall off

your bird while performing maintenance. Fall off the top of your Chinook, and you

could die!

The new Mil Spec for finishing walkways is A-A-59166. Make a note until the

TMs are updated. If you need some black finish, NSN 8010-00-641-0247 brings

you one gallon and NSN 8010-00-142-6525 brings one quart.

Be careful, mechanics, when you remove your Black Hawk’s T-700-GE–700

series engine oil cap to add oil.

When the cap and O-ring stick, some mechanics muscle off the cap. Instead, they

should twist the cap back and forth to loosen it and then ease the cap off. 

The cap has a short cable that’s

attached to a metal tang on the screen. If

you use force to pop loose the cap, you

can jerk the cable and snap off the metal

tang on the screen assembly. That screen

keeps FOD from entering the oil tank

while the cap is removed. 

Pulling and tugging too hard leads to

replacing the oil cap and filler assembly,

NSN 5340-01-318-0077, for about $330.

A sticking cap is no fun to remove—but

it’s even less fun to replace the assembly!

PS 603 FEB 0339PS 603 FEB 0338

UH-60…

Go Easy on
Pulling and Tugging

Your Chinook’s high-traffic, non-skid walkway areas take a beating from boots that

wear off the non-skid material. Grease and oil and dirt left on exposed rivets makes

walking on worn-out walkways dangerously slippery. 

So pay attention, repairers, and be careful when walking on places like the ramp

and on top of your bird. Inspect the walkways for wear. If you notice shiny rivet

heads through the non-skid material, resurface the walkways like it says in Task 2-

356 of TM 55-1520-240-23-2 and paragraph 6-12 of TM 55-1500-345-12.

buddy, you didn’t
believe me when I

told ya to go easy
on my engine oil cap.

holy cow!
this walkway is
slippery as ice!

Forcing cap off will
break metal tang

Refinish
walkways
if slippery

I guess we’d
better schedule
the walkways

for resurfacing.

yeah, I know.
Looks like I’ll
be doing some
extra repair.

CH-47D…
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Dear Editor,
The OE-254 antenna needs

two cable strain relief clamps,
not just one, during certain
types of operations.

OE-254s come with one strain
relief clamp, NSN 5975-00-
563-0229. That clamp needs
to be attached to the upper guy
plate of the mast like it says in
Para 2-4 of TM 11-5895-
357-13 to take the weight of
the cable off the feedcone
connection.

But there’s often strain at the
other end too! This is especially
true during retrans operations
using a SINCGARS in a HMWWV
or an M577 command post carrier.

So order and use a second strain relief clamp to take the strain
off the radio connection. That will solve a problem that happens far
too often-the connector between the cable and the radio being
ripped off.

SFC Gary Smith
201 Engr Bn(M)(C) 
KYARNG   

looks like
the feedcone

needs a strain
relief clamp.

maybe we
should use a
clamp at the
radio, too.

 From the desk of the Editor
Excellent idea, Sergeant. One

of the best types of preventive

maintenance is solving a problem

so it doesn’t reoccur. So take a

page from Sergeant Smith’s book.

Don’t live with the same problem

over and over again. Solve it and

put it behind you.

my pin’s
all bent
out of
shape!

Use strain
relief clamps Second clamp

helps the radio
connection

OE-254 Antenna…

First clamp
takes weight
off here
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Global Positioning System…

1. Remove and hang on to

the main power  battery or

the AA batteries and battery

tray if you’re using them.

The batteries are yours and

the PLGR repair folks don’t

need ‘em—

and won’t

return ‘em.

3. Don’t send the

repair folks any

of the PLGR

accessories. They

don’t need them

and you will.

4. Pack the PLGR carefully. Don’t toss

a pile of them into a box, slap on some

tape, and send them off for repair. By

the time they reach the repair folks,

there’ll be a whole lot more things to

fix and it won’t be covered by the

warranty. In fact, you shouldn’t let

problem PLGRs pile up. When one is

down, pack it up right and ship it off!

5. Units supported by direct support

(DS) shops should turn in your

PLGRs to them and they will give

you a working replacement. The DS

folks will send busted PLGRs to:

Rockwell Collins

855 35th Street NE

ATTN: PLGR Repair, M/S 139-141

Cedar Rapids, IA 52402-3613

They also put DODAAC EZ7415

on the shipping container and mark

the package, PLGR WARRANTY.

Units not supported by DS can

ship PLGRs directly to Rockwell

Collins.

This shipping address is good for

both under warranty and out-of-

warranty PLGRS. Rockwell Collins

will know if a payment is needed

and how to do the billing.

2. Don’t remove the memory

battery! That little 3.6 volt,

AA-size lithium battery

stores the PLGR fault codes

that will tell the repairman

where the problem is. You’ll

get a memory battery back if

you send one it.

6. Finally, make sure before you ship

that you give the repair folks all the

info they might need. That includes

how to get in touch with you, your

return address and your assessment

of what is wrong with the PLGR

including the operating environment. 

Hey, Charlie!
Another one

for your
collection!

There’s no
note, no ID,
no nothin’!

It was
horrible! we
were packed

in like sardines!

where’s
that dang

power
cable?!

When you send an
AN/PSN-11(V)1 precision
lightweight global

receiver (PLGR) off for
repair there are a few

things you should know…

somebody sent
us another

battery!

add it to
the pile!
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Kits for 5-ton Trucks
Type:
NSN:

Radios:

Vehicles:

MK-2847/VRC
5895-01-441-1338
Dual AN/VRC-89,-91,

-92 Series 
M934 Expando Van, 

M935 Expando Van

Type:
NSN:

Radios:

Vehicles:

MK-2331/VRC
5895-01-292-6542
AN/VRC-89 Series,

AN/VRC-91 Series, 
AN/VRC-92 Series

M934 Expando van,
M935 Expando van

Type:
NSN:

Radios:

Vehicles:

MK-2207/VRC
5895-01-291-3215
AN/VRC-87 Series,

AN/VRC-88 Series,
AN/VRC-90 Series

M934 Expando van,
M935 Expando van

Type:
NSN:

Radios:

Vehicles:

Type:
NSN:

Radios:

Vehicles:

MK-2378/VRC
5895-01-225-0518
AN/VRC-87 Series, AN/VRC-88 Series,
AN/VRC-90 Series
M923, M924, M925, M926, M927, M928,

M929, M930, M931, M932, M933, M936

Type: MK-2195, MK-2207, and MK-2378

The LS-454/U loudspeaker that comes with the MK-2195, MK-2207, and MK-2378
installation kits is not compatible with the SINCGARS, RT-1523C, RT-1523D or RT-
1523E that are used in the SINCGARS AN/VRC-87D, -87F, -88D, -88F, -90D and -90F
radios. Thus, when requisitioning the MK-2195, MK-2207, or  MK-2378 for use with
any of the AN/VRC-87, -88, or -90 “D” or “F” model SINCGARS radios, the following
parts must be requisitioned as separate line items:

1. Loudspeaker LS-671/VRC, NSN 5965-01-222-1420
2. Cable assembly, special purpose electrical,

CX-13292/VRC (6 ft), NSN 5995-01-219-4704
3. Mounting plate, NSN 5340-01-391-2740

To install the mounting plate, the following are required (these may be
requisitioned or may be available in “shop stock”):

Bolt, machine (5/16-24 x 1 in)
Washer, lock (5/16 in)
Washer, flat (5/16 in)
Nut, hexagon (5/16-24 in)

MK-2196/VRC
5895-01-229-0670
AN/VRC-89 Series,

AN/VRC-91 Series, AN/VRC-92 Series
M813, M814, M816, M817, M818,

M819, M821, M52, M54, M543,
M543A2 (also M34, M35 and
M36 21⁄2 ton trucks)

Type:
NSN:

Radios:
Vehicles:

MK-2195/VRC
5895-01-225-0511    
AN/VRC-87 Series, AN/VRC-88 Series, AN/VRC-90 Series    
M813, M814, M816, M817, M818, M819, M821, M52, M54, 

M543, M543A2 (also M34, M35 and M36 21⁄2 ton trucks)

Here are the
NSNs for the
mounting kits

to install
radios in your
5-ton trucks…

Item

5306-00-225-9089
5310-00-407-9566
5310-00-081-4219
5310-00-880-7746

NSN

2 each
2 each
4 each
2 each

Quantity

Mounting Radios…
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The Mil-Std engine for the RL-207 reeling machine, NSN 3895-00-892-4583, has

been replaced with NSN 2805-01-169-1100.

Check the engine data plate. If you have part number 2A016-4, you have the

upgraded engine. If you have part number 2A016-1, -2, or -3, order the new engine

when you need to replace the old one.

While you’re looking at the engine data plate, check out the upper and lower V-

belts. Both of these belts should be smooth—no teeth. If you have one with teeth,

replace it. It could grab and cause injury or equipment damage. NSN 3030-01-290-

1371 brings the upper belt. NSN 3030-01-158-7527 brings the lower belt. 

One final point: these reels are machines and they need to be lubed and preven-

tive maintenance needs to be done. Too many of these reels are sitting out in the

weather and are being neglected. Get your RL-207 in tip-top shape and it will be

ready to do your reeling job when called on.

PS 603 FEB 03

Electrostatic Discharge…

If you’ve ever zapped someone with just a touch, you know what an electrostatic

discharge is. That small spark of electricity won’t hurt you, but it can do some seri-

ous damage to commo parts and circuit cards.

Discharge your ESD troubles by using ESD field service kit, NSN 4940-01-253-

5368. It limits static buildup and carries charges away from your body (and the elec-

tronic part you’re handling) to ground. 

Instructions for
a self-test and

how to use the kit
are printed on the
work-surface mat.

hey!
cut it
out!

The kit
comes
with…

Work-surface mat

Three Type II antistatic pouches
and three Type I barrier bags…

Two wrist
straps

One grounding cord

…for shipping or
storing circuit cards

If belt has teeth… …replace it with one that doesn’t

part
number
2A016-4.

That’s a
new one!
Woo-hoo!

RL-207 Reeling Machine…



The alcohol reservoir under the excavator’s rear wheel well (curbside) takes a beat-

ing from thrown rocks, the elements, and the age of the vehicle.

This reservoir is part of the vehi-

cle’s compressed air system

antifreeze unit. The unit shoots

ethyl alcohol into the air system to

keep water from freezing in the air

lines.

A crack or hole in the reservoir’s

plastic housing means it won’t

hold alcohol. Without alcohol,

water freezes in the air system. Air

system failure is the end result.

So before you add alcohol to the system, make sure the reservoir can hold its own. 

The Right Position
You’ll also want to make sure the air line antifreeze unit is set to the number 1

(open) position for cold weather.

And keep the reservoir filled, even in summer, so dirt and dust can’t get in 

the system.
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SEE…

Mechanics, the hydraulic hoses that mount next to the roadside edge of the radia-

tor grill can end up with a raw deal.

There’s a clamp that holds these hoses in place. Sometimes the clamp gets mis-

placed when the hydraulic lines are replaced, or when the engine is overhauled by

support. Without the clamp, the hoses rub against the grill’s guard frame when the

dozer’s blade is raised or lowered.

Enough rubbing causes the hoses to spring a leak. That means the dozer’s blade

is out of commission. Without hydraulic oil, it won’t retract, elevate or push dirt for-

ward.

Before the day’s run, eyeball the hydraulic hoses where they pass through the

radiator grill.

Is the clamp snug against the hoses? Is it missing? If so, order a new clamp with

NSN 5340-01-258-0942. 

mechanic! 
Can we get
a mechanic

over here!!!

Arghhh!
I'm losing

hydraulic oil
like crazy!

Ohh, if only
my operator
had checked
my clamp!

you think
this is bad?

Wait’ll we get
to the rough

terrain!

Look for cracks in alcohol reservoir

Make sure
clamp, NSN
5340-01-
258-0942,
is in place

D7G Tractor…



Air Hoses
The compressor’s air hoses are constantly exposed to the elements. That means

they rot, harden and crack with age. Also, air hoses have to withstand pressure and

vibration.

Unreel the hoses. You need both eyes and hands to detect bad hoses. Report any

hoses that show signs of hardness (cracks are clues), mushiness or puffiness.

Dear Editor,
MICLIC crews can prevent

launcher rails from flipping by
checking before they go to the
field for the positive stop on
the right side of the telescop-
ing tube assembly.  

The positive stop is not
mentioned in the PMCS in TM
9-1375-215-13&P. But with-
out the stop, the launcher rail
can be raised past its 75° limit
and flip over. Because the stop
is just a straight pin held in
place by a cotter pin, it often
disappears.  

Werner Knoll
Logistics Assistance Representative
Ft Knox, KY

PS 603

MK-155 Mine Clearing Line Charge…
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Thanks for the tip, Mr. Knoll. And thanks for the good

MICLIC info you have given PS over the years.

These
tidbits on
preventive
maintenance

will help keep
your air

compressor
mission-ready

at the 
work site.

Get Dirt Out
Your air compressor needs lots

of clean air to run right. Do your

part to keep clean air flowing. 

Before the day’s run, squeeze the

dirt out of the dust cap on the bot-

tom of the air canister. Do it more

often if you’re operating in a dusty

or sandy area.

Exercise PM
Some air compressors are known to sit for long periods of time in the motor pool,

especially in Guard and Reserve units.

One way to keep your compressor in working order is to give it some exercise.

Exercise means starting up the compressor and letting it run for at least 20 minutes

every month. 

While the compressor is

running, look for any leaks

under it and listen for any

unusual sounds. Also, make

sure you hook up the compres-

sor to its prime mover and take

it for a quick run around the

motor pool, or down the road

and back. Taking the compres-

sor for a ride helps prevent any

“flat spots” in the vehicle’s

wheel bearings and tires.

Squeeze
dirt out of
dust cap

run the compressor
at least 20 minutes

a month.

Hose (Inside
diameter)

1⁄2-in
3⁄4-in
3⁄8-in
3⁄4-in

Length
(feet)

10
15
2

50

NSN
4720-00-

142-2561
202-8857
202-8658
202-6948

make a note of these hose
nsns until they’re added to

the technical manual.

Check for
positive stop

 From the desk of the Editor

somebody
took out my

positive stop!

250 CFM Air Compressor…

I can’t
stop!

Here are the hoses
available for the 250 cfm
air compressor. You’ll find

‘em in SC 3820-98-E09.
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M9 ACE…

Smoke coming from the barbecue grill means its time to flip that burger.

Any smoke coming from the ACE’s engine compartment means it’s time to shut

down the vehicle – EL PRONTO!

Here are two hot spots you need to keep in mind to help prevent an engine fire or

the vehicle shutting down.

Wiring Harness
Take a look at the wiring harness for the engine’s fuel shutoff valve. It’s right next

to the exhaust manifold (roadside). 

If the harness is too close to the manifold, the wiring will melt and burn. A melted

harness means the vehicle shuts down and stops running.

Push the wiring harness down with your hand and look for any melt marks on the

wiring. If you see any marks, report it to your mechanic. 

Make sure any clamps on the nearby wire or hydraulic hoses are in place and

attached. Use a tie-strap, NSN 5975-00-074-2072, to pull the wiring harness away

from the exhaust manifold.

Retainer Bracket
While the access door to the engine compartment is open, eyeball the same road-

side wall where five hydraulic lines are mounted—directly across from the engine’s

exhaust manifold. 

These hydraulic lines go to a hydraulic shift control valve that operates the vehicle.

Each line is held in place by a retainer bracket that keeps it snug against the wall.

Sometimes the bracket gets mis-

placed when a hydraulic line is

repaired, or when the engine is

repaired by support. It makes no

difference—do not run or operate

the earthmover when the bracket is

missing. Those hydraulic lines will

rub up against the engine’s exhaust

manifold. That manifold gets hot

enough to start a fire!

Have your mechanic replace a

missing bracket with NSN 5340-

01-179-7530. It’s shown as Item

40, Fig 140 of TM 5-2350-262-24P.

As always, remember to file an

accident report on DA Form 285 on

all fires. Problems can’t be fixed if

they’re not reported.

Look for lines rubbing
on exhaust manifold

Strap keeps hydraulic
lines in place

The story you
are about to
read is true.

The names have
been changed
to protect the

innocent …

Argh! 
I don’t
believe
this!

What
happened

here, ma’am?

there was
an engine

fire!

Could you
describe the

fire, ma’am? For
the record.

I can’t
believe this
is happ-

Just
the

facts,
ma’am.

The engine
stopped running.
There was heat,
smoke, flames
up to here!

Gannon?
Look under
the hood.

Tell me what
you see.

No retaining
bracket,
sergeant
Friday.

I thought
so! Let’s go

find the
mechanic

responsible,
Gannon.

Make sure clamps
are in place

Any melt marks on
wiring harness?



Mechanics, the ACE’s ejector hydraulic cylinder

rod looks like a handy foot hold when you step down

into and around the bowl—especially when you need to

check the vehicle’s compensation pump or to check for a

leak in the valve bank.

Problem is, your muddy boot can scratch the cylinder rod’s

surface. A scarred rod tears up the cylinder’s seal when the ejector

moves back and forth, causing a hydraulic leak. Excess hydraulic oil

on the cylinder rod is a sure sign the seal is shot.

So to save costly repairs and downtime, stay off the cylinder rod when

you need to get inside the earthmover’s bowl.

A Closer Look
Before the plate is removed, or after

the day’s run, take a close look at the

plate. Look for any marks caused by a

loose track or a loose pin (or pin nut) that

protrudes from the bushing bore. These

are the obvious tell-tale signs of a loose

track rubbing against the Florida plate.

Enough rubbing means the pin and pin

nut will shear off. The plate gets so hot

from rubbing that it burns off the paint!

But it makes no difference–the end result

is a thrown track.

A loose track means it’s time for an

adjustment. You’ll find that info in 

TM 5-2350-262-10.
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the info
will be

added to
the -10 tm.

Behold the
strong

mechanic
who tries to
remove the
ACE’s Florida

plate by
himself.

Sounds
silly, but
it’s true.

Do not try to remove the
Florida plate by yourself.
The same goes for putting
it back on the earthmover.
This is a two-man, even a

three-man, effort.

Now,
behold the
mechanic

with busted
knuckles, a
sore back

and bruised
ego!

I got a
date with
a plate!

I got a
date with a
hospital!

one
side!

one
side!
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M9 ACE…

Removing the
florida plate is a
two man, even a

three-man effort.



Then write down your comments.

Describe the problem and how to fix it. Be

sure to include any information that helps

identify the item or the problem, things like

figures, tables, lines, NSNs, or references.

• Send it to the publication’s proponent.

You can mail it or fax it. You’ll find regular

mail addresses and fax numbers in the

paragraph titled Reporting Errors and

Recommending Improvements. In TMs,

that’s on the title page.

• If you prefer, you can e-mail your com-

ments. Include all the information that goes

on a DA Form 2028.

PS 603 57FEB 0356

DA Form 2028…

Your opinion 
matters, especially

when it comes to Army
equipment publications

like TMs, TBs, FMs,
SBs, SCs and MWos.

But no one will hear your
opinion unless you put it on a
da Form 2028, Recommended

Changes to Publications and

Blank Forms.

ah-ha! so
that’s how

I get my
ideas heard!

“This form lets you call attention
to errors in your pubs, things like

incorrect operational and maintenance
procedures, incomplete illustrations,
or wrong NSNs and part numbers.”

“It lets you suggest
ideas for doing your
job better, easier,

or faster.”

“So, write down
your thoughts

and send them in.
Here’s how…”

Recommendations to Individual Pubs
It makes no difference if the

publication is on paper, CD-ROM,

or the web. The steps for submit-

ting your comments on individual

pubs are just about the same.

• Tear out the paper DA Form

2028 from the back of the book.

Or you can print a hard copy from

the electronic version. If your

publication doesn’t have a 2028,

you can get the form from one of

the following places:

—U.S. Army Publishing Agency (USAPA) web site

—EM 0001, the Army Electronic Library

—FormFlow software
I’ve got

opinions (and
plenty of ‘em),
but so what?

They don’t
matter…

on-line
warrior!!

• Your name

• Your unit’s
complete address

• DSN and commercial
phone numbers

• Fax numbers

• Date sent

• Publication number

• Change number

• Publication date

• Publication title

• Page

• Paragraph

Fill it out.
Make sure you

include the
following…



If you find these kinds of errors, submit your recommendations to the USAMC

Logistics Support Activity (LOGSA). LOGSA prefers you send your comments by

e-mail. Do it like this:

• Go to the CD’s menu. Open up DA Form 2028 Recommended Changes to

Publications. You’ll find instructions on submitting your comments by e-mail.

Record all the information you normally would on a DA Form 2028, including:

—The EM number, title, and date. This information is found on the CD- ROM label.

—The EM version and edition. Also found on the label, this information refers to the

computer operating software that reads the CD, for example, Windows 95 or higher.

Then e-mail your comments to: logetm@logsa.redstone.army.mil

Where to Send Your Comments

PS 603

CD-ROMs Containing Electronic Technical Manuals
These days a lot of people are using

publications on CD-ROM containing

electronic technical manuals (ETMs).

What if you have a problem with the

CD itself? For example:

• Something wrong with the CD’s
operation or the PC setup.
• Publications that should be
added or deleted to support a
system or commodity.
• A pub that’s not properly linked.
• A pub that won’t open.

Send your comments
about individual

publications and IETMS
to the pub’s proponent
at these regular mail

And e-mail addresses, fax
numbers and web sites

(where available)…

• Fill it out 

completely.

Again, make

sure you

include:

—The EM

number,

title, and

date.

—The EM

version

and edition. 

Mail: Commander
USAMC LOGSA
ATTN: AMXLS-AP (ETM CD-ROM)
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-7466

Fax: DSN 645-9850
Commercial

(256) 955-9850

CECOM
Commander
U.S. Army Communications-Electronics

Command and Fort Monmouth
ATTN: AMSEL-LC-LEO-D-CS-CFO
Fort Monmouth, NJ 07703-5006

e-mail:
amsel-lc-leo-pubs-chg@mail1.monmouth.army.mil

Fax:
DSN 992-1413
Commercial (732) 532-1413

Website:

http://edm.monmouth.army.mil/pubs/2028.html

TACOM-RI and
TACOM-Warren

U.S. Army Tank-Automotive and
Armaments Command

ATTN: AMSTA-LC-CIP-WT
1 Rock Island Arsenal
Rock Island, IL 61299-7630

e-mail:
tacom-tech-pubs@ria.army.mil

Fax:
DSN 793-0726
Commercial (309) 782-0726

Website:

http://aeps.ria.army.mil

AMCOM
If you have internet access, AMCOM prefers

you submit your comments online at their 2028

web site at:

https://amcom2028.redstone.army.mil

You can also mail, e-mail or fax your comments.

Commander
U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command
ATTN: AMSAM-MMC-MA-NP
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898-5000

e-mail:
2028@redstone.army.mil

Fax:
DSN 788-6546
Commercial (256) 842-6546

Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETM) on CD-ROM
Submit your comments about IETMs  on CD-ROM the same way you would com-

ments about individual publications. It makes no difference if the IETM contains

errors in information or a problem with the CD itself. All comments and recommen-

dations go to the IETM’s proponent. They’re listed above.

SBCCOM

U.S. Army Soldier and
Biological Chemical
Command

ATTN: AMSSB-RIM-L(N)
15 Kansas St.
Natick, MA 01760-5052

e-mail:
amssbriml@natick.army.mil

Fax:
DSN 256-5205
Commercial (508) 233-5205

• Send in the 2028

by mail or fax:

You can also 
submit a

DA Form 2028
to recommend
changes to
the cD… 
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• Go to the

CD’s menu. 

Open up DA

Form 2028

and print a

hard copy.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Radio, SINCGARS, Ground / Airborne

DISTRIBUTION RESTRICTION D
Distribution authorized to the DOD and DOD contractors only.  This determination
was made on 1 May 2002 based on highest level of distribution restriction of any
Electronic Technical Manual (ETM) on the CD-ROM.  Request for release of ETMs

on this CD should be referred to the proponent listed on the ETM front cover.

1 May 2002
Current as of 1 April 2002

DESTRUCTION NOTICE
Send to National Security Agency for destruction.  See

right side of mailer for instructions.

EM 0071

IDN 360183
PIN 075749-000

Windows 95 or
higher

SUPERSESSION DATA:
This CD-ROM supersedes
EM 0071 dated 1 Nov 01

Where to Send Your Comments

https://amcom2028.redstone.army.mil
http://edm.monmouth.army.mil/pubs/2028.html
http://aeps.ria.army.mil
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MLRS Shock Washer
Use NSN 5310-01-413-1037 to get theright flat washer for MLRS shockabsorbers. The hole diameter of NSN5310-00-928-1885, shown as Item 15 inFig 9 of TM 9-1450-646-24P, is too small.

Bradley Air Cleaner Door

Get a replacement door for your

M2A2/M3A2 Bradley’s air cleaner with

NSN 5340-01-439-5897. The NSN was left

out of Fig 130 in TM 9-2350-284-24P-1.

M992A2 Fuel Line
Sealant

Stop using teflon tape, NSN 1015-01-
255-4144, to seal fuel line threads and
fittings on your M992A2 ammo carrier.
The tape doesn’t always prevent leaks,
which can result in a fire hazard.
Substitute sealing compound, NSN
8030-01-054-0740, instead. Pencil in
the new NSN as Item 65 in Appendix D
of TM 9-2350-293-20-2.

HEMTT
Ladder Pin

Need new holddown pins andchain for the ladder on yourM983 HEMTT? You won’t findthem in TM 9-2320-279-24P-1.A new pin comes with NSN5315-01-164-1782. The chainis made from NSN 4010-01-067-1700, which is availableby the foot.

M1113/M1114 HMMWV

Rod Retainer

Order NSN 5360-01-474-9653 to get

the HMMWV door subassembly’s

rod retainer clip-clevis. The parts

info shown as Item 14, Fig 170 of

TM 9-2320-387-24P is wrong.

M939/A1/A2
Blackout Lamp

NSN 6220-01-094-1440
gets the 5-ton truck’s
blackout lamp. The NSN
shown as Item 1, Fig 141
of TM 9-2320-272-24P-1
gets the wrong lamp.

PLS Air Horn Kit

NSN 6350-01-460-5600 gets an air

horn that’s louder than the truck’s

electric one. The kit includes all

the parts shown in Figure 240 of

TM 9-2320-364-24P-1. Installation

instructions come with the kit.

PLS TrailerLoad BinderNSN 5420-00-529-4427 gets theBII load binder for the M1076 PLStrailer. The parts info shown forItem 5, Page C2 of TM 9-2330-385-14, is wrong. 

Aircraft Covers
RoLin Industries Inc. (Windshield Buddy) providesaircraft covers for all kinds of weather and localesfor OH-58/AH-64/CH-47/UH-60 aircraft. NSNs forcovers for AH-64s are accessible at

http://www.windshieldbuddy.com
You can call 1-888-667-9455 or e-mail

sales@windshieldbuddy.com
Their address is:

RoLin Industries Inc.
634 Lovejoy Road
Ft Walton Beach, FL 32548

M916/M20

Fifth Wheel

NSN 2510-01-192-0631 gets the

fifth wheel assembly for the

M916 and M920 tractor trucks.

Use compensator ramp, NSN

2510-01-305-6284, to go with the

assembly. Do not mount a new

fifth assembly with an old ramp.

These NSNs replace the ones

shown as Item 1 of Figs 230 and

231 in TM 9-2320-273-24P.

M109 Howitzer

Leaf Springs

Need new leaf springs, NSN

5360-00-824-0522, for the

breech on your M109-series

SP howitzer? Be careful

when you order. The unit of

issue was just changed from

1 each to a package of 10.

M989A1 HEMAT

Helical Spring

NSN 5360-01-390-6448 gets the helical

spring for the service brakes for the

heavy expanded mobility ammunition

trailer. The NSN shown as Item 2, Fig

4, of TM 9-2330-368-14&P is no longer

available.

HEMTT ElectricalConnectorsUse NSN 5935-01-475-7130 and NSN5999-00-338-9875 to get electrical
connector plugs for the M978 HEMTT
tanker. These NSNs replace the ones
shown as Item 2 and 3 of Fig 114 in
TM 9-2320-279-24P-1 w/Change 1.

http://www.windshieldbuddy.com


when you check air pressure
in your vehicle’s tires…

…don’t forget
the spare!


